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What are my rights when it comes to making a complaint about an NHS service? 
NHS Constitution 
Usually, the service delivered by the NHS is very good and most patients do not experience any problems with their 
diagnosis, treatment or care. But occasionally things can go wrong. If you are unhappy with an NHS service, it can be 
worthwhile discussing your concerns with the service provider as soon as possible to try to resolve the issue quickly 
and informally.
However, as a NHS patient, you do have the right to make a formal complaint about any aspect of NHS care, treatment 
or services that you feel does not meet the expected standard of care. This is laid out in the NHS Constitution. 

You can find out more about the NHS Constitution in our advocacy toolkit. 
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What are my rights? 
• You have the right to have any complaint you make about NHS services ac-

knowledged within three working days and to have it properly investigated. 
• You have the right to discuss the manner in which the complaint is to be han-

dled, and to know how long the investigation is likely to take and when you will 
receive a response. 

• You have the right to be kept informed of progress and to know the out-
come of any investigation into your complaint, including an explanation of the 
conclusions and confirmation that any action needed in consequence of the 
complaint has been taken or is proposed to be taken. 

• You have the right to take your complaint to the independent Parliamentary 
and Health Service Ombudsman or Local Government Ombudsman, if you are 
not satisfied with the way your complaint has been dealt with by the NHS. 

• You have the right to make a claim for judicial review if you think you have 
been directly affected by an unlawful act or decision of an NHS body or local 
authority. 

• You have the right to compensation where you have been harmed by negligent 
treatment.

How can I make my 
concerns known? 

Depending on the 
circumstances of your 
complaint, there are 
different ways to make a 
complaint about the care you 
have received: 
• NHS Complaints Procedure 
• Taking legal action 
• Reporting your concern to 

the General Medical Council
• Contacting your             

local Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) 

Examples of what you might want to complain about 
• If you are diagnosed incorrectly
• If you are given the incorrect treatment 
• If significant symptoms are ignored 
• There is an unreasonable delay in your diagnosis 
• If you have to wait a long time for treatment 
• Behaviour of NHS staff
• Discrimination, based on age or disability, for example 
• The quality or appropriateness of treatment 
• Consent issues – You were unable to make an informed choice about your treatment 
• You’re given treatment that is unsuitable due to comorbidities 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/480482/NHS_Constitution_WEB.pdf
http://www.leukaemiacare.org.uk/resources/NHS-constitution-what-are-my-rights
http://www.leukaemiacare.org.uk/cms/document-manager/download-file/29877
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Who do I make my complaint to? 
It can be difficult to know who it is you should direct your complaint to – NHS Complaints Advocacy service should 
be able to help you decide. Any NHS service in England must have their own complaints procedure so no matter 
what the issue, you will be able to make your concerns known. You can either complain to:
• The NHS service provider directly, this could be a GP surgery or a hospital 
• Or to the commissioner of the services, which is the body that pays for the NHS service that you use   

Did you know?
To make a complaint about a primary care service, such as a GP surgery, you should contact NHS England.

Tel: 0300 311 2233
Email: england.contactus@nhs.net

To make a complaint about secondary care services, such as hospital care and treatment, you should 
contact your local clinical commissioning group (CCG). Each CCG will have its own complaints procedure 

and you can find contact details for CCGs here.

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)

You should find a PALS in most hospitals. It can be 
helpful to speak with a PALS member, who may help 
you try to resolve the issue informally before you 
need to make a complaint – particularly useful for 
urgent issues such as treatment or care you are 
receiving whilst in hospital. Should you wish to make a 
complaint, they should have a good understanding of 
the NHS complaints process and can offer guidance 
and support. 

NHS Complaints Advocacy
 
The NHS Complaints Advocacy service is an 
independent service that can help you with the 
NHS complaint process. An advocate from the 
service should be able to attend meetings with 
you and help you to review any information you 
are given during the process. 

Did you know?
If you are thinking about making a complaint about 
your treatment or care, it may be useful to get a 
copy of your medical records first. 

Who can help you with the complaints procedure?  

How will my complaint be handled? 
• Complaints should usually be made within twelve months of the incident. 
• You can make a complaint verbally, in writing or by email. If you make a complaint verbally, you will be provided with 

a written version of your complaint.
• You should expect an acknowledgement and a discussion about how your complaint will be handled within three 

working days. If you make a complaint and do not receive a response within six months, you should be told the 
reason for the delay.

• When your complaint has been investigated, you should receive a written response that sets out the findings of 
the complaint investigation, and if appropriate, provide an apology and information about what is being done as a 
result of your complaint. 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/ccg-details/
http://www.nhs.uk/chq/pages/1082.aspx?CategoryID=68
http://nhscomplaintsadvocacy.org/
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Will my complaint be taken seriously? 
The NHS pledges to:
• Ensure that you are treated with courtesy and you receive         

appropriate support throughout the handling of a complaint; and 
that the fact that you have complained will not adversely affect your 
future treatment

• Ensure that when mistakes happen or if you are harmed while 
receiving health care you receive an appropriate explanation and 
apology, delivered with sensitivity and recognition of the trauma you 
have experienced, and know that lessons will be learned to help avoid 
a similar incident occurring again  

• Ensure that the organisation learns lessons from complaints and 
claims and uses these to improve NHS services

Did you know?
The NHS constitution sets out the 
‘rights’ and ‘pledges’ to which patients, 
public and staff are entitled. Pledges 
go above and beyond legal rights. 
Although pledges are not legally 
binding, they are commitments by the 
NHS as part of their aim to deliver a 
high quality service.

Contact us

If you would like more information on or if you would like to speak to someone about the NHS Complaints procedure you 
can contact our Campaigns and Advocacy team by calling 01905 755977 or email them at advocacy@leukaemiacare.org.uk
 
You can also call the 24-hour CARE Line, free of charge on 08088 010 444 if you have any concerns about your diagnosis 
or treatment.


